ROUGAROU BASS PEDALS
THE ROUGAROU TUBE BASS PREAMP
ABOUT
Developed to give bassists the ability to get the warmth and grit of a tube rig without requiring a back
brace at the end of the night, the Rougarou Tube Preamp uses a sub-miniature triode tube to generate
real tube overdrive, not solid state clipping or digital processing. This no-nonsense unit is extremely simple,
and it features only two controls: a volume control and a bite (drive) control. Despite its simple nature, the
Rougarou Tube Preamp is still extremely versatile and can do everything from adding warmth to full-blown
distortion. The unit is touch sensitive, just like a tube rig, and a single setting can generate a variety of
sounds depending on your attack. Whether you are using it to add grit to your sound or to simply give
your lightweight amp some extra warmth, the Rougarou Tube Preamp is an excellent addition to any rig.

SETTINGS
The Rougarou Tube Preamp features a BITE (drive) and a VOLUME control. The BITE control should be
used to dial in the desired amount of overdrive. Once the BITE control has been set, the VOLUME
control should be adjusted so that the level going through the pedal matches the level when the pedal
is bypassed.

POWER
The Rougarou Tube Preamp operates off of an 18V DC adapter. The AC adapter requirements are 18V
DC with a minimum of 100mA output and a 2.1mm x 5.5mm connector with a negative center and
positive outside.
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Bite Control
Volume Control
Sub-Miniature Triode Tube
True Bypass
Engaged/Bypass Indicator LED
Buffered Input
Reverse Voltage Polarity Protection
5-Year Warranty on Parts and Labor
If not satisfied, return within 60 days for a refund of the purchase price minus a 4% credit card
transaction fee.
For more information visit rougaroupedals.com

